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CAT comes out of the Valley . . . market still stunned. 
  

Caterpillar, 3 Years:  Sales (Yellow) and Earnings (Red) 

 
  

Caterpillar has been through the Valley of Despair for the last few years, with a truly awful streak of falling 
sales and earnings, quarter after quarter.  CAT announced 2nd Quarter earnings on Tuesday, and if we 
squint at the top right blue line, we see a 6% explosion in the stock the next day.  That $114 stock price 
happens to be inches away from CAT’s all-time highs.  CEO Jim Umpleby and his team made it perfectly 
clear on Tuesday that the company is coming out of the Valley, and that they did some outstanding work 
while CAT was slogging through it:  dramatically lowering operating costs and dramatically improving 
future profit potential.  
  
Outlook has commented (a few dozen times) that this is exactly what good people do in tough times; and 
that “the market” never believes it, or much respects it, until the hard work’s benefits begin to be plain 
to see. 
  
That’s a kind of busy chart:  let’s look only at the far right.  There are this quarter’s sales (yellow), 
jumping 10%.  Now earnings-per-share (red):  up 45%.  The jargon term for that is “operating leverage,” 
which just means that manufacturing companies have a lot of fairly sticky costs, hard to cut very fast—so 
when sales tilt downwards, profits dive off the cliff; but when sales pop upwards, profits take off like a 
rocket.  And when good people are running the factories and the company, doing difficult things during 
downturns, those rocketing profits make new company records while sales are still much lower than their 
past high-water marks.    
  
And that is exactly why we own outstanding manufacturing companies, and hang on like bulldogs through 
their Valleys of Despair, buying more shares.  
  
CAT is up 100% or so, in 18 months or so.  “Why haven’t you sold?” would be the astonished question 
from most speculators.  Let’s listen to CAT executive Brad Halvorsen: 



  
“While many of our end markets are far off previous peaks, we are starting to see several markets 

recover.” 
  

The underlines are Outlook’s . . . because the details of CAT’s report justifies them.  This last quarter was 
nothing remotely close to “Pedal to the metal, firing on all cylinders” for our company.  It 
was the beginning of recovery, and “far off previous peaks” is putting it mildly.  But the details of CAT’s 
report suddenly made re-climbing those previous peaks look like something quite possible . . . 
and themarket and most of its speculating crowd have been dismissing that possibility for a long 
time.  Even when the astonishing rally of 2016 began that January, Outlook’s guess is that the speculating 
crowd’s “judgment” was that CAT was obviously much too strong to actually die back in that Valley, 
so the stock price was silly at its “near death” valuation.  The market got that right, but didn’t begin to 
believe the “climb past previous peaks” notion.  
  
We did.  Now the market suspects it’s possible.  We think we’ll be enjoying the ride for a good while.  
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The remarks above aren’t a general recommendation to buy or sell particular securities.  Such decisions 
should only be made in thecontext of an investor’s own circumstances.  Stocks and bonds carry the risk 
of loss.  
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